For The Legal Eagles -- Certificate of Live Birth Synopsis

By Anna Von Reitz

Here's the full-boat legalese explanation of the Diagram of the Fraud I provided to all of you either directly or via my website:

A Certificate of Live Birth synopsis: the COLB is a private placement security for a landed mineral estate in expectancy that became a escheated alien estate initiated from a bifurcation of the title in a coterminus adoption; this now-incidental adoption created an incidental beneficiary/heir: me, myself and I. To become the protected purchaser as an inevitable necessity as the acting special executor, the alienation/surrender by jus dispondi becoming the spoilted/naked owner to assign the reversionary interest over of the final accounting ledger to execute the livery of the seisen and thus release the expectancy.

The "private placement" happened when your Mother was deceived and/or coerced into turning your "landed mineral estate in expectancy" (you were a minor and therefore in expectancy) over for "adoption" by the State of State/STATE OF STATE, which split (bifurcated) title to your "landed mineral estate in expectancy" between themselves, with the State of State keeping the equitable title and the STATE OF STATE keeping legal title to "You". They then created the NAMES to occupy the capacities of "me, myself and I"--- and have run those PERSONS for their own profit. Your Estate is alienated/surrendered to the vermin to become the ESTATE, with your "missing, lost at sea, presumed dead" Trade Name becoming the despoiled owner. In order to assign the reversionary trust interest you have to come back from the dead by reconveying your Trade Name to the land and soil of the actual state and reclaim your escheated estate.

And all this crappola has been going on behind your backs for generations, all cooked up by the Hired Help, promoted and enforced by the members of the Bar Associations, and all allowed by the Popes and British Monarchs operating in Gross Breach of Trust.

The Truth is that your states and their union known as The United States of America were never part of the so-called Civil War. You and your states and your Union are innocent Third Parties and Protected Persons who should have been unaffected by all the in-fighting among the Hired Help.

Instead, by fraud, by similar names deceits, by unlawful conversion, by conspiracy against the Constitution(s), by identity theft, by racketeering against babies, by kidnapping and trafficking, by inland piracy, by "genocide on paper" the Hired Help has contrived to rob you of your identity, property, and heritage, while relieving themselves of their moral and contractual obligations to each and every one of you.

Are you mad yet?